
Tips for dealing with

SADSAD

Communication is KEY
A problem shared is a problem halved.

Talk to people about how you are feeling

- you are more than likely going to find

some people are feeling the same way as

you! You can discuss the best ways you

have been coping with your feelings and

help each other through this time. You

will find this liberating to get it off your

chest and often when you speak your

feelings into existence you realise that

what you are feeling, although valid,

might not be as bad as you originally

thought!

Take care of your Body
Now this doesn't mean focusing all your

efforts on creating your dream physique

(unless you want to of course!)  But

instead, be mindful of what you are

eating, make an effort to get outside for

a gentle walk, get a good nights sleep

often and take some vitamins you may

be lacking in (Vitamins A-D are a great

place to start) Physical and mental

health are closely linked, so this is why

looking after your body will help to look

after your mind.

Don't be afraid to ask for help. 
SAD ultimately is associated with your

serotonin activity and if your efforts

aren't seeing any positive results then

seek advice from a professional. There is

absolutely no shame in getting the help

you need to get you through this rough

patch. Medical professionals may

provide you with antidepressant

medications called selective serotonin

reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) which

should help level out your serotonin

levels to get you back on top form. 

Let the Sun(lamp) Shine!
Sunlight hours will diminish in winter

so you will be spending a lot more

time in darkness. A proven way to

combat low mood is through sunlight

exposure so we suggest investing in

a sun lamp. Just 20-30 minutes a day

sat in it's light can improve your

mood greatly through regulating your

melatonin & serotonin levels.

The Power of Aroma
Aromatherapy may also help those

with seasonal disorder. The

essential oils can influence the

area of the brain that's responsible

for controlling moods and the

body's internal clock that

influences sleep and appetite.

Scheduling time in your day to

either have a hot bath with your

favourite scents or investing in a

scent diffuser can help you relax

and unwind after a stressful day.

Embrace the Cosy Season!
Make the most of the time we can

spend cuddled up in a blanket on the

sofa watching your favourite film, or

reading your favourite books. Make

the most of the things you would feel

guilty of doing in the warmer months. 

 It can be an ideal time to limit your

social distractions and spend time

working on yourself or even a new

business plan. Keep your mind busy

and utilise this time because summer

will always come back around. 

https://www.everydayhealth.com/columns/therese-borchard-sanity-break/aromatherapy-natural-depression-remedy/

